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1. Introduction



The commodification of language atwork

• Long history of analyzing language as amarketable good (e.g., Bourdieu 1977)
• Growth of service and decline ofmanufacturing sector in post-industrial nations
(Boutet 2001): language/communication increasingly important in getting and
keeping a job (Heller 2010)

• Much research has focused on ‘languageworkers’ like call-centre operators, language
teachers, accent reduction coaches, etc.

• Less research has conceptualized of restaurant workers as languageworkers (c.f.
Barrett 2006), but language is one of the primary ways that restaurant service is
achieved:
• greeting customers as they enter
• taking down their orders
• making small talk
• checking in on the table periodically
• dealing with any problems/conflicts that arise
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This study

Goal
Investigate the discourse and language practices of restaurant/café/etc. service workers
with an emphasis on the role of power in the service interaction.

Data

• Online narratives from /r/TalesFromYourServer

• Oral interviews

Analysis

• Computational discourse analysis

• Critical discourse analysis
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COVID-19

• It can be rough being a server in the best of times
• abuse from customers (Korczynski & Evans 2013)
• wage theft and lowwages (Bobo 2014)
• reliance on tips

• It’s worse during COVID!
• service workers disproportionately represented in case numbers (One Fair Wage
2020; Venkatesan 2020)

• servers responsible for enforcing rules around social/physical distancing and
mask-wearing—often placing them in conflict with customers who they rely on
for tips!

• ‘filter’ effect— responsible customersmore likely to stay homewhen cases are
high, leading to higher rates of ‘problem’ customers

• harassment related tomasking practices, including sexual harassment (One Fair
Wage 2020)
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Impact of COVID-19 on servers

TheReal Reason Servers Aren’t ComingBack May 2021
Servers were the only people whowere required during the pandemic to work with an unmasked population.
My people laid their dirty, mouth side upmasks where I had tomove them to set their food down. They would
freak out because the air flow on the patio wasn’t good enough. They’re tellingme this, masks off and not
perceiving that they are spitting atme, during a pandemic. Serving became a potentially lethal occupation.

I always said in casual dining 25% of the customers accounted for 75% of income andwhy I enjoyed the job—
and 50%were just neutral, and 25%mademy life a living hell without fair compensation. Nowmany are only
seeing that 25%, as the rest are interfacing with the restaurant via third parties or not at all.

The worst experience, the one you sharedwith your co-workers is now an every night thing. Every other table
thinks they are in aMichelin Starred restaurant. Bitch, you just ordered cheese curds. Thanks for listening…
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High-level researchquestions

• In what ways is the language of restaurant service workers commodified, and how
does this influence their discourse strategies?

• Who has power in the recounted service encounters, and how does this influence
discourse?

• How do restaurant service workers construct their identities through language as they
convert their experiences at work into narratives?

• How do servers navigate the tension between the persona they take on at work and
their identity outside the workplace?

• What are servers’ goals in telling stories about their experiences at work?
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Low-level researchquestions

• What linguistic features do servers depict themselves and their customers as using in
reported speech?

• What linguistic features do they use in narration?

• What linguistic/discursive strategies (e.g., politenessmarkers, terms of address) do
servers use in specific situations? How does this vary across servers and across
situations?

• What do servers have to say about their own language/discourse practices?
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Contribution

The primary empirical contribution of this research will be a better understanding of
restaurant servers’ discourse practices both in and out of the workplace.

This research will also contribute to existing research on:

• language commodification; language and power in the workplace

• narrative analysis, and the role of narrative in constructing identity

• voicing and stylization

• the service encounter

Another contribution of the research will also serve to amplify servers’ voices, which are
often ignored inmainstream discourses (for example, despite widespread coverage of the
current restaurant worker “labour shortage”, it is common for reporters to only interview
employers andmanagers, not workers themselves).
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Myapproach to analysis of data from theCOVID-19pandemic

The disastrous response of almost all post-industrial states to the COVID-19 pandemic has
heightened the immanent internal contradictions of the restaurant industry—but virtually
all of them arguably existed prior to COVID, albeit in a less severe form.

The COVID-19 context is what gotme thinking about this project, but the core social issue
that I want to examine through language is the power relationship between servers and
their customers and employers.

Today, this relationship is more obvious andmore important to investigate, but I will not
limit the study to only narratives that deal directly withmasks, vaccine passports, etc.,
because like the virus itself, the context of COVID-19 hangs over us whether we explicitly
discuss it or not.
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Roadmap

1. Background

2. Online data analysis—/r/TalesFromYourServer

3. Proposed oral interviews

4. Outline, timeline, etc.
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2. Background



2. Background

1. The service encounter



The service encounter

• The service encounter is an interaction in which aworker provides goods or performs a
service to customers or clients (Goffman 1983: 15).

• The service encounter has been very well-studied (Goffman 1983; Kuroshima 2010;
Merritt 1976, amongmany others) and is interesting linguistically for several reasons.

• power dynamics
• standard and collectively understood structure
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Communicative purpose The service encounter

• The service encounter is task-oriented: goal is the provision of some good or service,
typically concludes after this is accomplished

• Degree of additional content varies (Bailey 1997: 333):

• socially minimal: bareminimum of talk needed to accomplish the task
• socially expanded: including interpersonal involvement practices (jokes,
small-talk, etc.)

• The degree to which a given interaction is socially expanded or socially minimal
depends on the institution, the type of encounter, and the individual participants.

• For example, in ‘sit-down’ restaurants, it is common for servers tomake ‘small talk’
with customers, whereas in a fast-food restaurant this is less common, especially
when the store is busy.
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Standardization The service encounter

• Service encounters are typically carried out in a standardizedmanner (Goffman
1983: 15)

• In food service, standardization derives frommultiple sources:

• the establishmentmay provide explicit scripts thatmust be usedwhen greeting
and serving customers, or specific phrases thatmust be used in particular
contexts whichmay be strictly prescribed (Paules 1991: 101)

• servers may develop (or customize) their own scripts themselves, to streamline
interactions

• culture-specific conventions (e.g., common practice of first asking for drink
orders, then food orders)
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Power i The service encounter

• Distinction between customers and clients (Rothman 1987: 168):

• workers with clients are considered to have some expertise/education/access
that their clients depend on

• workers with customers are traditionally viewed as subordinate, as in the
restaurant industry

• Some interesting aspects of this power dynamic are highlighted by Silverstein (2003),
who analyzes a service encounter (from Levinson 1983: 505) between a caller to a
hardware store and a clerk at the store.
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Power ii The service encounter

Transcript (from Levinson 1983: 505):
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Power ii The service encounter

• The caller claims to be calling in order to purchase some tubes of paint.

• To complete this interaction, the caller needs to provide the type and number of tubes
they want so that the clerk can quote the price and the store can fulfil the order.

• So when the caller says they want to order paint, the clerk immediately asks howmany
tubes they would like, but instead of providing the number, the caller asks for the
price.

• After dithering about the price for amoment, the caller exits the interaction with an
excuse about having to figure out howmany tubes he’ll need—despite having
claimed to be calling to order paint and not simply to inquire about the price.
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Power iii The service encounter

• By deferring the clerk’s question about the number of tubes desired and ultimately
ending the nominally transactive interaction without actually making a transaction,
the caller uses the power granted to them by the notion that “the customer is always
right” to violate the expected structure of the interaction.

• And even though the clerkmaywell have been annoyed at being given the run-around
about the order, they index “clerkish deference” by the use of the honorific sir.
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The customer is always right? i The service encounter

Manning (2008): analysis of Starbucks baristas’ online rants about “stupid customers”
who fail to order correctly (e.g., by using the wrong names for drink sizes, or who order
items that aren’t on themenu).

For baristas, a central problem identified in these rants is that the customer is presupposed
to always be right, “even if factually wrong”; but a barista cannot fill an order when the
desired item does not exist or if its referent is not clear. This necessitates an other-initiated
repair that is likely to harm the customer’s face (Sidnell 2007: 239).
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The customer is always right? ii The service encounter

This is a fundamental problem not just in the context of Starbucks orders, but in any service
encounter where the customer is ‘wrong’ (factually, ethically, morally, normatively) but
must be treated as ‘right’.

During COVID-19, when vaccines and basic nonpharmaceutical interventions likemasks
and social distancing are resisted by a substantial portion of the population but restaurants
remain open, customers being ‘wrong’ is all themore common.

Yet in tipping-reliant industries like restaurant service, maintaining the image of the
customer as ‘right’ is critical, as the worker’s income depends in part on howwell they
preserve the customer’s face.
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Conflicting notions of power The service encounter

• Who is considered to have power in the service encounter depends onwho you ask

• Woods (1990):

• majority of customers interviewed considered the server to be in control of the
service encounter, and thought customers should havemore control

• majority of servers interviewed considered the customer to havemore control,
and thought servers should havemore control
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Servers’ agency The service encounter

Paules (1991) discusses a variety of ways that servers can exercise agency:

• increasing tip income not by focusing on getting the best tip possible from each
customer but by securing busy shifts and picking up extra tables

• refusing to serve customers who have previously stiffed them

• rebuking customers who leave a poor tip
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Discursive construction of power The service encounter

• As discussed, in the typical service encounter the server is generally expected to index
deferential politeness (Silverstein 2003: 199)

• Referring to a customer as sir orma’am informs the customer that they are
participating in a power relationship in which the server defers to the customer and
attends to their face

• Using amore unadorned style, or shifting to one in the course of interaction, may be
interpreted asmarked (Márquez Reiter & Bou-Franch 2017: 662) and signal
nonalignment with a customer-oriented politeness strategy
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Whyanalyze narratives? Narrative analysis

• Why am I proposing to analyze self-reported narratives from online postings and
interviews, and not just the service encounter itself?

• There’s kind of a pandemic happening…

• In terms of the contribution of the work, there are also some benefits to analyzing
self-report narratives:

• Can contribute to literature on narrative structure
• Can contribute to literature on voicing and stylization, quotations, reported
speech andmetapragmatics

• Can access servers’ thoughts, reflections, metalinguistic insight about the way
they behave in interaction and their reasons behind it, foregrounding their own
agency

• Manning (2008) we can learn about how people conceptualize talk, and the rules
surrounding it, by reading about imagined talk
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Narratives of personal experience Narrative analysis

• My analysis will focus on narratives of personal experience: tellings of related events or
experiences that the teller has (or claims to have) experienced

• Analysis of such narratives has been a key part of much sociolinguistic analysis since
Labov &Waletzky (1967)
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Narrative structure Narrative analysis

Narrative structure per Labov (1972):

Abstract A short introduction to the story, perhaps stating the theme or its relevance to
the present context.

Orientation A description of the background of the story, including whowas involved,
andwhere andwhen it took place.

Complicating action Themain body of the narrative, consisting of a string of events
presented in temporal order and typically concludingwith some resolution of the
events described.

Evaluation Why the story is important or significant to the narrator. Can occur as clauses
of a separate section, and/or can be intertwinedwith other sections and conveyed via
linguistic features.

Coda A signal that the narrative is finished, often connecting the narrative with the
present day.
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Small stories Narrative analysis

Whenwe think about narrative analysis sociolinguists often think about the classic
Labovian narrative just described, but there is a really wide set of narrative practices that
do not fit neatly into that framework (as discussed in detail by Georgakopoulou 2007):

• short stories containing as little as one event

• tellings of ongoing events, future, or hypothetical events

• allusions to, deferrals of, and refusals of tellings

In this research I will attend both to canonical narratives and to these underrepresented
and underdiscussed narrative practices (termed small stories by Georgakopoulou 2007
and others).
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Identity construction throughnarrative Narrative analysis

• An important andwell-studied function of narratives is the construction of the
narrator’s identity (Bamberg, De Fina, & Schiffrin 2011; Hamilton 1998; Holmes 2006;
Schiffrin 1996, i.a.)

• Schiffrin (1996):

• storytellers’ language choices in narratives reflect aspects of their identity and
their relationships with others, such as whether they are permissive or controlling,
intimate or distant, and critical or accepting

• storytellers’ depictions of their epistemic self (what they believe) and agentive
selves (what they do) can differ, leading to “dual positions” (199)
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Narrative as self-portrait Narrative analysis

When verbalizing a series of events into a narrative, narrators have a great deal of freedom
to construct the storyworld however they choose (Hamilton 1998)

Schiffrin (1996):
“To use a visual analogy, we can say that telling a story provides a self-portrait: a linguistic
lens throughwhich to discover people’s own (somewhat idealized) views of themselves
as situated in a social structure.”

What events are reported, emphasized or deemphasized; how events and characters are
framed (Goffman 1974) and evaluated; andwhat linguistic features are used all have
consequences for how the story is interpreted andwhat it says about the teller’s identity.
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3. Reflexivity



Reflexivity

Reflexivity, or the use of language to communicate about the use of language, is
fundamental to human language (Lucy 1993), and of course fundamental to any narrative
involving the use of language.

Lucy (1993: 9–10) delineates two overt ways in which language can be reflexive: we can
talk about specific or general features of language (1), andwe can refer to a given real or
imagined speech act, directly or indirectly (2). The latter case is commonly referred to as
reported speech.

(1) ‘Cilantro’ is another name for ‘coriander’.

(2) a. He said, “Hey, that’s a great haircut!”

b. He said I had a great haircut.
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Selectivity in reported speech Reflexivity

Both direct and indirect speech reports give the reporter a considerable amount of
freedom in what exactly is recounted, which Clark & Gerrig (1990: 769) refer to as
selectivity.

In a speech report, the reporter can choose to:

• repeat only the words that were used
• mimick some aspect of how the words were said
• include ‘annotative’ linguistic or nonlinguistic features, such as smirking or speaking
with a laughing voice

• omit, minimize or alter the lexical or propositional content of a speech act, such as by
leaving out a section of the utterance, or by replacing it with a filler such as blah blah
blah.

When a reporter of speech chooses to include ormark some aspect of the reported speech,
theymark it as nonincidental and therefore important in someway (Clark & Gerrig
1990: 774).
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Reported speech in narrative i Reflexivity

Another important aspect of selectivity with respect to reported speech is when andwhere
it is used.

In an analysis of reported speech in patients’ online bonemarrow transplantation
narratives, Hamilton (1998) shows that how andwhen indirect and direct reported speech
is deployed in narratives reflects the construction of patients’ identities as ‘survivors’ who
show resilience in the face of adversity.

For instance, Hamilton (1998: 60) notes that in the set of speech acts reported in patients’
narratives, patients had the same proportion of initiating acts (speech acts initiating a
discourse sequence, as opposed to those responding to an existing sequence) as their
doctors: patients are depicted as taking on an agentive role in themedical encounter by
asking questions andmaking assertions unprompted by the doctor.
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Reported speech in narrative ii Reflexivity

Hamilton (1998: 63) also finds that doctors’ speech is reported directly more often than
patients’ speech, and argues that this often serves to ‘show’ the audiencemore directly the
experience of dealing with an unhelpful doctor and to emphasize a particularly callous or
unsympathetic choice of words.

(3) Susiementioned that hermouth was getting really bad. Her doctor said, “You think
you feel bad now you haven’t seen ANYTHING yet!”
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3. /r/TalesFromYourServer



/r/TalesFromYourServer

• The first component of the dissertation will be an analysis of narratives on
/r/TalesFromYourServer: a Reddit forumwhere servers post narratives about their
work

• I’ll begin with an overview of the dataset, discussmymethodology, my initial
observations, and some future directions using computational methods.
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3. /r/TalesFromYourServer

1. Data overview



Screenshots Data overview

The front page of TFYS on July 20, 2021. Example of a post with two comments.
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Content i Data overview

Themain focus of TFYS is narratives (hence the name).

From the subreddit’s description:
This does not just need to be a place to vent your anger and frustrations! Tell us
about your good times too!

But themajority of stories are indeed venting about customers (and sometimes coworkers
or managers).

Stories range from lengthy narratives to small stories (Georgakopoulou 2007) whichmight
only contain one or two events.

Some example narrative post titles from August 2021:

• ThreeMen Try to JumpMy 17 Year Old Busser
• Customer who thinks they’re special and should be served before we’re even open.
• If You Claim You Can’t Tip, When You Clearly Can, Don’t Eat at Our Restaurant.
• Throwing around fancy wine words doesn’t make you cultured
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Content ii Data overview

Some example titles of non-narrative posts from August 2021:

• Opinions on tipping for to-go orders?

• With the labor shortage, looking for advice to or experiences in asking the owner for a
raise?

• How do you handle this?

• What’s your tip-out?
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Content iii Data overview

Some example titles of ’meta’ posts about the subreddit itself and its users:

• You guys are troopers, man

• Glad I found this sub

• This is Tales from your Server not Remarks from someonewho isn’t a fucking server

• What percentage of commenters on this sub do you think have never worked in the
service industry?

• People coming on this sub to defend asshole customers
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Userbase Data overview

There is little info available about the userbase of TFYS beyond that they are typically
current or former servers, as well as any information posted in a given narrative (e.g., ”I
work at a high end restaurant in NYC…”). TFYS in fact has a rule against posting any
personally-identifying information and posts containing such information are removed.

Reddit is an American website and various demographic surveys report that the US
accounts for roughly 50% of global traffic to the site (Clement 2021). There are no official
demographic statistics for TFYS, but themajority of users appear to be American. A post
from 2017 asking ’what country are you from and howmuch do you take home per hour’
elicited 10 responses from the US, one from Sweden, one fromNew Zealand and one from
Australia.
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Dataset Data overview

Dataset downloaded using a Python script using PRAW and PSAW (Boe 2020;Marx 2020);
includes all posts and comments betweenMarch 2020 and August 2021 (inclusive).

• 7570 posts
• 75612 comments
• about 5371829words

This encompasses the followingmajor COVID-19 related events in America:

Spring 2020 Initial lockdowns and stay-at-home orders.
Summer 2020 Reopening of outdoor and indoor dining inmany states.
Fall-Winter 2020 In some states, closure of indoor dining.
Winter-Spring 2021 Beginning of US vaccination program and loosening of restrictions.
May 2021 CDC revisesmask guidelines so that fully vaccinated people (and

also just liars) no longer need to wearmasks; subsequent end of
almost all restrictions inmany states.

Summer 2021 Full reopening in virtually all US states; consequent Delta surge.
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3. /r/TalesFromYourServer

2.Methodology



Critical discourse analysis Methodology

• An approach to analysis of discourse that views all discourse as social practice (Strauss
& Feiz 2014: 312)

• Seeks to uncover how ideological processes, especially those related to power, control,
hegemony, and injustice are (re)constructed in language and society (Strauss & Feiz
2014: 312–3).

• Qualitative analysis of narratives and interactions in the TFYS corpus, with attention to
language use and discourse strategies at all levels of linguistic structure
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Computer-mediateddiscourse analysis Methodology

• Approach to the analysis of discourse as it is shaped by digital technologies andmedia
platforms (Androutsopoulos 2006; Herring 2001; Herring & Androutsopoulos 2015)

• Distinguished from early focus on ‘Netspeak’ as a unified register with a focus on the
wide variety of sociolinguistic practices engaged in by different online communities

• Examination of how the affordances of Reddit and the purposes and goals of the
community influence its members’ linguistic behaviour
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Computational critical discourse analysis Methodology

• Critical discourse analysis is typically qualitative, but given the size of the dataset,
analysis will necessarily be facilitatedwithmethods from computational linguistics:
computational critical discourse analysis (LaViolette & Hogan 2019).
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Themixed-methods framework Methodology

computational
analysis

qualitative
analysis

provides directions for

provides interpretations for
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3. /r/TalesFromYourServer

3. Initial observations



Initial observations

There’s a lot going on in the data, I want to highlight just a few things today:

• Second stories (Sacks 1992)

• Stylization of reported speech (self and others)

• Strategic politeness, face, and “killing themwith kindness”
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Second stories Initial observations

The submission-comments structure of each post facilitates the sharing of second stories
(Sacks 1992): subsequent stories by others which echo, reinforce, or remix aspects of the
original poster’s narrative.
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Initial story Second stories

Customers ragingwhenwe’re closed April 2020
Every night, without fail, someonewill come up and try to order at the drive through, then get extremely angry
we’re closed. This cracksme up. It bringsmemuch delight. We all love it, really. It’s petty as hell but we laugh
every timewe see someone peeling out of the parking lot, all pissed off.

[…]

We had a car sit there for tenminutes tonight,with a line of eight cars behind it. First time in three years I’ve ever
seen someone sit there that longwithout a peep from us.

The driver ended up saying “I guess I’ll placemy fucking order at the FUCKINGWINDOW!!” Hahaaa, oh no you
won’t, you clueless fucking wombat— I hate you, I tell ya what.

Another car did the same thing trying to come to the window andmymanager told her we’re closed. She
angrily said “well there’s a line of cars out here!” Mymanager, god bless her, just looked at her and said “And?
There’s nothing I can do about that. We’re closed.” Lady peeled out, tires squealing and everything.

Lol. Like, why? Why are you thatmad over some fucking ice cream? Why sit there at the speaker for nine years
like a ham fucking sandwich? Why not get the hint we’re closed? Getmadwe’re closed. Haha, fuck off.
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Second story 1 Second stories

Reply to original post April 2020
This guy showed up half an hour before we open. Manager told himwe didn’t open until 11. The guy asked
“Can’t you just open NOW?”Manager told him no.

People are stupid.
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Second story 2 Second stories

Reply to original post April 2020
Got this yesterday. We open at noon and some lady called around 11:15 andwanted food. I told her “well we
open at noon sowe can have it around then.” She said “but I’m in the parking lot! You’re taking orders so can’t
you just make it?” Felt great to say no.
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Second story 3 Second stories

Reply to original post April 2020
The other nightmy fiancée was ill and I went to the store to get chicken soup. I walk up to the door and the girl
says “sorrymiss, we close at 9pm” So, you knowwhat I did? I said “oh dang, okay thank you.” And turned around
and left. Like it’s not that hard! Not every place is 24 hour and honestly even being open until 9 is pretty good
with everything going on!

I ended up getting his soup at the gas station across the street, believe it or not! Haha!
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Solidarity-building and legitimation Second stories

• members validate and legitimate each others’ experiences, and build solidarity, by
sharing related stories

• co-construction of collective experience and server identity through networked
narratives (Page, Harper, & Frobenius 2013)

• curation: in addition to second stories, the voting feature lets members highlight
posts that resonate with their own experiences, and hide posts that are unwelcome

• construction of a server identity centred around laughing at customers rather than
meekly serving customers—denaturalizing common ideologies of serverdom
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Reported speech Initial observations

Posters use several orthographic features to indicate prosodic features of reported speech.
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Loud, angry customers Reported speech

Angry customers’ speech is commonly representedwith repeated exclamationmarks and
capitalized words.

(4) a. “WHERE DID ALL THE TOPPINGS GO? WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS? ARE YOU STUPID?”

b. I tell her “I had sweetener back here for you.” She snaps “oh DID you?!” Very
sarcastic and rudely.

c. Karen is not happy, proceeds to scream how “sick and tired” she is of eating take
out and they will SERVE her and her friend NOW!!!!!
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Polite, level-headed servers Reported speech

Servers also use orthographic features to represent themselves as polite and calm (often in
the face of angry customers!)

(5) a. Ma’am…unfortunately, I am unable to steam a frozen caramel latte. We use a latte
base that can’t be placed in the steamer. Can I offer you another drink that can be
steamed?

b. “I’m so very sorry, ma’am, but I could get a $5000 fine and a year in jail if I get
caught breaking this new law. I’m afraid it’s just not worth the risk, nomatter how
stupid the law is. So, if you can’t produce your ID, I’m afraid I just can’t serve you
the alcohol.”
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Reported speech vs. internal thoughts Reported speech

Solid underline: server’s reported speech

Dashed underline: server’s internal thoughts/free indirect discourse

Bossy Karen andher food allergy. June 2020
Karen: So all you have for bread for sandwiches is wheat bread and tortilla for wraps?

Me: Yes, ma’am. Options are kind of limited right now due to everything going on.

Karen: Are you sure you don’t have white bread or something?

Me: Unfortunately, no, not at themoment.

Karen: Well, I’m allergic to wheat, I can only have white bread. sigh I guess I’ll just have a tortilla with…

…

… if you’re “allergic to wheat”, WHY DID YOUORDER A FUCKING FLOUR TORTILLA?!
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Strategic politeness Initial observations

Widely-adopted approaches to politeness (Brown & Levinson 1987; Leech 2014) view it as
a form of communicative altruism, where the Speaker focuses on the face needs of the
Other.

As briefly noted by Leech (2014), and given in-depth treatment by Sorlin (2017),
communicative and genuine altruism do not always coincide.

This is clearly the case inmany recounted customer-server interactions, including the ones
already discussed.
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The ‘kill themwithkindness’ façade Strategic politeness

Solid underline: Positive affect markers, customer-aligned stance

Dashed underline: Negative affect markers, customer-disaligned stance

Antimasker in the flesh October 2020
So I’m amonth back into serving at a busyMexican spot downtown, and haven’t hadmuch trouble withmy
guests. Everyone has been kind and I’ve beenmore than thankful but then, today it happened. Whenmy friend
tells me I’ve been sat he says “good luck with the prick.” Wonderful, I grab somewaters and I putmy kill it with
kindness facade on.

Me: welcome in!! How are you guys doing?

Dude: I don’t trust anyonewithmasks

Me: oh don’t worry I’ve got a big smile on under here! So would you like anything to drink besides water??

Cue him bitching about the restaurant not having our old beans on themenu andmewithmymask on gaping
withmymouthwide open. I continue onwith the game of be nice the customer is always right while still
protecting his old ass withmy distrustful piece of cloth overmy face and serve him and his wife timely. They ate
and raved about our new beans. After they thankme for the food and service, he leavesme a pamphlet of Jesus
Christ, the lord and savior. And that was it.

Entitled fucking fucks. Youmakemewanna quit.
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The agentive vs. epistemic self

Servers voice themselves differently in the storyworld as compared to the narration,
highlighting the contrast between the way they are required or incentivized to act/speak
(their agentive self) and the way they think (their epistemic self) (see also Schiffrin 1996)

This makes it transparent that this is a strategy employed at work, used by the server for
their own purposes, but not bought into epistemically.
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The emotional toll of ‘putting on themask’ Strategic politeness

(serious) Howdo you all dealwith “putting on themask”? October 2020
As a server/bartender for years, I have always been good about “putting on themask” even though this
consistently, chips away at who I feel like I am. How do you all deal with the balance of being “the person behind
the bar (hey bartender!)” And beingwho you truly are? I have been having trouble of late keeping “who I am”
andwho people seeme as, separate from each other.

Basically I’m having a really hard timewithmymental health (for the last few years, but especially the last 2) and
I’m asking what you all do to help with that. I’ve tried a number of things, but all of these have come from
people outside the industry, so please let me knowwhat you’ve got, cause fuck all knows I’mwilling to try it.
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The emotional toll of ‘putting on themask’ Strategic politeness

(6) a. You cant be 100% yourself, Bc you’ll lose tips, piss people off, have serious
conversations when you have to concentrate onwork, rile customers up […]

b. It’s hard to care about other people’s foodmore than your own needs. I had to
leave the industry, as my body andmindwere breaking down.

c. I’ve handled it by basically becoming two very different people. And being ok
with it. I actually think thatmy life would bemuch easier if I could just BEmywork
persona, but I’m pretty sure that being ‘on’ all the timewould be evenmore
lonely and alienating
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Therapeutic venting Strategic politeness

• i’ve readmuchworse stories on this sub and i’m not sure how some of you deal with it
but i just really needed to get this off my chest :’)

• Sorry if this story is kind of all over the place, I just got home and had to vent.

• Stay safe everyone. I just had to tell someone.
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Takeaways Initial observations

• The TFYS platform structures discourse, encouraging the sharing of second stories,
curation of stories, etc., leading to the collaborative construction of a broader
depiction of restaurant service work as a whole.

• Posters stylize the language of themselves and others in a variety of ways and for a
variety of reasons, such as to emphasize customers’ rudeness and their own
comparative levelheadedness, or to depict themselves as strategically embodying the
normatively-ideal server in order to accomplish their goals at work.

• By stylizing themselves in the narrative differently from how they write in the
narration, servers make it clear that they are inhabiting a persona that does not
represent their actual beliefs.

• Venting about this on TFYS also serves as a form of stress release—perhaps because it
is a chance for the epistemic self to speak, for a change.
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3. /r/TalesFromYourServer

4. Computational tools



Computational tools

The qualitative analysis I’ve just presentedwas achieved via close reading ofmany posts
from TFYS, but I’ve barely scratched the surface of the corpus.

Computational-linguistic and digital-humanities tools will serve as ameans to structure
the remainder of the analysis in a way that is feasible for me to do in a reasonable amount
of time.
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Topicmodelling Computational tools

Latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan 2003) and other approaches to unsupervised
topicmodelling allow for the identification of ‘topics’/‘themes’ in the data based on lexical
co-occurrences.

For example, themodel might find that words likemask,wear, pandemic, and outdoors
commonly occur together, which we can understand as representing discourse about
COVID-19 restrictions.

Because themodel is unsupervised, it does this automatically—I just provide the number
of topics it should look for. Interpretation of the topic is up to the researcher, typically by
examination of the documents that themodel thinks aremost relevant to each topic, and
examining the set of words that aremost distinctive of a given topic.
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Applications of topicmodelling Computational tools

Topicmodelling will allowme to identify posts for subsequent qualitative analysis (e.g., I
can locate posts dealing with tipping, or COVID-19 restrictions, or customers’ orders).

I am currently working on refining a topicmodel of all the data in the corpus (adjusting
preprocessing and adjusting the number of topics in themodel in order to achieve the
most coherent set of topics).
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Power framing Computational tools

I would also like to explore computational analysis of power/agency framing in narratives,
by examiningwhich personae (e.g., server, customer, manager) are the subjects/objects
of particular verbs.

Sap et al. (2017) provide a lexicon of over 2000 verbs categorized based onwhether the
subject, object, or neither is framed as havingmore power than the other.

Antoniak, Mimno, & Levy (2019) apply this lexicon productively to analysis of birth stories
(finding, for example, that pregnant people are typically portrayed as having less
power/agency than nurses and doctors).
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Sentiment analysis Computational tools

A type of text classification that seeks to determine if the sentiment of a piece of text is
positive, negative or neutral based on lexical items found in the text and the grammatical
relationships between them.
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Synthesis Computational tools

These and other tools can be combined to yield further insight about the data.

For example, wemight combine topicmodelling and sentiment analysis to identify which
topics aremost associatedwith positive and negative sentiment, or wemight combine
sentiment analysis and power framing to investigate whether stories with positive
sentiment are stories that portray the author/server as having control and authority.

Crucially though, my analysis will not end at the discovery of these statistical patterns, such
as (hypothetically) that stories associatedwith the ‘COVID-19 restrictions’ topic aremore
likely to have negative sentiment, but will involve qualitative examination of a sample of
such stories—as well as the analysis of any ‘outlier’ stories where the topic is associated
with positive sentiment (see also Antoniak, Mimno, & Levy 2019: 21).
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4. Oral interviews



Purpose Oral interviews

There are a number of reasons I want to analyze oral interviews in addition to the online
postings just discussed:

• investigation of phonetic/prosodic features

• ability to follow up and ask people direct questions about their language practices,
and give them agency in the research process

• better understanding ofwhose language I am analyzing and ability to intentionally
construct a diverse sample
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Structure Oral interviews

I will base the structure of the interviews on the variationist sociolinguistic interview (such
as described by Tagliamonte 2006: 37–49):

• beginningwith basic, general questions

• proceeding toward questions that are intended to elicit narratives around issues like
COVID-19 restrictions, problematic customers, etc.

• concludingwith overt discussion of language and discourse (e.g., ”do you have a
‘server voice’? what does it sound like?”)
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Draft interview schedule Oral interviews

I’ll circulate this via email alongwith these slides. It’s incomplete, but I welcome feedback
on it!
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Sample& recruitment Oral interviews

I intend to recruit approximately 10 participant-collaborators from servers who have been
working in Toronto during the pandemic, usingword-of-mouth and connections that I
have with people working in the restaurant industry.

A goal in recruitment will be to arrive at a sample that is diverse in terms of gender and
race/ethnicity.
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Analysis Oral interviews

The oral interviews will be analyzed qualitatively; I do not anticipate a need for
computational methods with a dataset of 10 interviews.
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5. Summary



Summary

Goal
Investigate the discourse and language practices of restaurant/café/etc. service workers
in the COVID-19 context, with an emphasis on the role of power in the service interaction.

Data

• Online narratives from /r/TalesFromYourServer

• Oral interviews

Analysis

• Computational discourse analysis

• Critical discourse analysis
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6. Theboring stuff



Dissertation outline

1. Introduction

2. Background and theoretical framework

1. Service encounter
2. Narrative analysis
3. Reflexivity, metapragmatics and

metadiscourse
4. Politeness and insincerity
n. …

3. /r/TalesFromYourServer

1. Data andmethod
2. Commenting practices and ‘second stories’

3. Stylization of reported speech
4. Humour
5. Venting and emotional labour
n. …

4. Interviews

1. Data andmethod
n. …

5. Synthesis of /r/TalesFromYourServer and
interviews

6. Conclusions
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Idealized timeline

October–December 2021 Complete chapter 3 (analysis of TFYS narratives), incorporating
computational methods into the corpus analysis; complete literature review

January–March 2022 Do recruitment, interviews, and transcription of data for chapter 4

April–August 2022 Write chapter 4 (qualitative analysis of interview data) and chapter 5
(synthesis of results from chapters 3–4)

September–October 2022 Write chapter 1 (introduction) and chapter 2 (conclusion)

January 2023 Defense???
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7. Bonus/cut slides



Reported speech in narrative iii

The importance of the distinction between direct and indirect reports is also emphasized
by Schiffrin (1996), who argues that the contrast between the two types of reports, as in
(7), can be used to characterize individuals asmore or less agentive.

In (7a), the storyteller, Zelda, represents her daughter’s speechwith a series of direct
quotations, which Schiffrin (1996: 186) argues positions her as someonewho “animate[s]
her own beliefs”, whereas in (7b), the storyteller, Jan, represents her daughter-in-law’s
speech indirectly, positioning her “as someonewho does not animate her ownwords”.

(7) a. I said, “Did he get fresh?” She said, “No!” She says, “But he’s different!” She says,
“I’m, not used t’Gentile boys.” (Schiffrin 1996: 175)

b. She said that um… that she– just– right now, she’s:– it’ll take her time. […] And
she said that eh it was very hard t’s:– call someone elseMombeside hermother.
(Schiffrin 1996: 181)



Metapragmatics

According to Silverstein (2003), the indexicalities and social meanings of linguistic forms
can also be understood as being based on reflexive, ormetapragmatic, processes.

Themeaning of the use of either tu or vous in French, for example, as well as the ‘rules’
governingwhich form is used, is understood by speakersmetapragmatically based on the
sociocultural context of the interaction and the identities of the participants (Silverstein
2003: 209–10).

Thus in order to understand themeaning of tu or vous the listenermust understand the
context of present and past interactions, which themselves are (re)established and
(re)created through the use of tu/vous and other linguistic/discursive decisions.

Contra traditional analyses of “different ways of saying the same thing” as based simply on
fixed notions of formality, power, or solidarity, Silverstein points out that the choice of one
‘way to say something’ itself “invokes […] new identities or sociocultural aspects of
participants and context”, which are ever-shifting.



Equality

• It is generally expected that the serverwill treat all customers equally (for example, not
treating thosemaking larger purchases better) andwith ‘courtesy’ (Goffman 1983: 15).

• Yet not all customers are the same, not all servers are the same and not all situations
are the same, and it is up to the server to navigate the tension between
standardization, flexibility and variability (Heller 2010: 109).



Karen

No not that kind



‘Karen’

Characterological figure of amiddle-agedwhite womanwho harasses Black people in
public spaces (Feliciano-Santos 2021) and service workers (e.g., asking to see the
manager).

Used ~3244 times (!) in the TFYS corpus typically in reference to abusive or entitled
customers. Also instances of things like ‘male Karen’ or ‘Ken’ or ‘Karen-in-training’ to
expand the category of people the figure can be applied to.

Also somemetalinguistic discussion of what a Karen is, etc.; I plan to explore this further
soon.
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